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SEELB Numeracy 

Tá trí chuid sa roicéad seo:
cuid dhearg, cuid ghlas agus cuid 
ghorm.

Cá mhéad roicéad difriúil a thig leatsa a tharraingt? B'fhéidir 
gurbh fhearr leat mionsamhlacha den roicéad a dhéanamh?

Samhlaigh ceithre chuid a bheith sa roicéad – dhá chuid acu dearg agus 
dhá chuid gorm. Cá mhéad roicéad a thig leat a dhéanamh anois?

De dhíth:
Páipéar 
cearnógach, 
peann dearg, 
peann glas, 
peann gorm.

Céim bhreise

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

3, 2, 1… Éirí!

EC1 B

Tá trí chuid sa roicéad seo:
cuid dhearg; 
cuid ghlas; 
cuid ghorm.

Cá mhéad roicéad difriúil a thig leat a dhéanamh?
 Ar mhaith leat do roicéad a dhéanamh le bloicíní?

Tá ceithre chuid sa roicéad – dhá chuid dearg agus dhá chuid 
gorm. Cá mhéad roicéad a thig leat a dhéanamh anois?

De dhíth:
Peann dearg, 
Peann glas, 
Peann gorm,
Páipéar 
cearnógach.

Céim bhreise



Fiosraigh na Féidearthachtaí 2
SEELB Numeracy 

Cheannaigh Seán mála mór de mhilseáin mheasctha. 
DJohn bought a huge mix-up bag of sweets using only
silver coins.  It cost him 50p. 

There are 13 different ways to pay 50p using silver coins. 
Find as many as you can.  Can you spot any patterns? 

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Cheannaigh Seán mála mór de mhilseáin mheasctha. 
DJohn bought a huge mix-up bag of sweets using only
silver coins.  It cost him 50p. 

There are 13 different ways to pay 50p using silver coins. 
Find as many as you can.  Can you spot any patterns? 

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

Meascán 50p

Cheannaigh Seán mála mór milseán. Chaith sé 50p. 
Níor úsáid sé ach boinn ar dhath an airgid. 

Tá 13 dhóigh dhifriúla ann le 50p a íoc le boinn ar dhath an airgid. 
Aimsigh a oiread de na dóigheanna sin agus a thig leat. 

Cad iad na patrúin atá ann?

EC1 B



3 KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 
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T 

of Th Th H T U 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 
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KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Fadhb Spíceach

EC2 C

Tá Tomás ag smaoineamh ar na huimhreacha uilig a thiocfadh leis a 
dhéanamh le habacas 7 spíce.

Úsáideann sé 2 choirnín.

Cá mhéad uimhir dhifriúil a bheidh Tomás ábalta a dhéanamh le 2 
choirnín?

Cá mhéad corruimhir níos mó ná aon mhilliún a thiocfadh le 
Tomás a dhéanamh le 4 choirnín?

Céim bhreise

Milliúin Mílte Céadta AonaidDeicheanna
Céadta de 

Mhílte
Deicheanna 
de Mhílte
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KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

 

 

A Spiky Problem 
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RESOURCE SHEET 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 
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Leathanach Acmhainne

EC2 C
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FS Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

The BeeBot starts its journey on 2. 

He has to get to 8 in two moves. 

He can only go forward. 

Find all the different ways BeeBot can do this. 

How will you record his two moves? 

BeeBot can now go forwards and back but he has to stay on the 
track. 

Find different ways he can take two moves and still land on 8. 

BeeBot Moves 

BC

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 
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of Th Th H T U 

BeeBot ag bogadh

Tá Beebot ar 2.
Tá sé ag dul chuig 8.
Caithfidh sé bogadh 2 uair.
Caithfidh sé bogadh chun tosaigh.

Aimsigh na dóigheanna difriúla uilig a dtig le BeeBot seo a dhéanamh.

Aimsigh na dóigheanna difriúla uilig a dtig leis dhá bhogadh 
a dhéanamh agus críochnú ar 8 go fóill.

Cad é mar a thig leat an 2 bhogadh a chlárú?

Anois, thig le BeeBot dul chun tosaigh agus ar gcúl. 
Ach, caithfidh sé fanacht ar an uimhirlíne.

Céim bhreise
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KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
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of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Go leor buicéad?

EC2 A

Tá Lára ag dul ar thuras scoile chuig an trá. Tá péint dhearg, 
péint bhuí agus péint ghorm aici. An dtig leatsa cuidiú léi 3 stríoc 
a phéinteáil ar gach buicéad le go mbeidh buicéad difriúil ag 
gach duine sa rang?
(Ní chaithfidh tú gach dath a úsáid ar gach buicéad.)

SEELB Numeracy 

KS2A Finding All Possibilities 

Buckets Galore 

Lisa is going to the seashore on a day trip with her class.  She 
has red, yellow and blue paint.  Can you help her paint the three 
stripes on each bucket so that all 25 pupils in her class have a 
different bucket? 
(You do not have to use all three colours in each bucket) 
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SEELB Numeracy 

Building Towers 

How many different towers can you make? 

The towers must be 2 cubes high and they must all be different. 

Colour these pictures to show your towers. 

Now build towers 3 cubes high. 

How many can you build?   Are they all different? 

You need 
a pile of 
cubes in 
two 
colours 

FS Finding All Possibilities 

BC

Túr a thógáil

Tóg túir atá 2 chiúb ar airde.
Tóg túir atá difriúil lena chéile.
Cá mhéad túr a thig leat a thógáil?
Dathaigh na pictiúir seo thíos le do chuid túr a léiriú.

De dhíth:

Mol ciúbanna 
ar dhá dhath 
dhifriúla.

Céim bhreise

Anois, tóg túir atá 3 chiúb ar airde.
Cá mhéad túr a thig leat a thógáil? 
An bhfuil siad uilig difriúil?
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SEELB Numeracy 

Coin Count 

Sarah has 5 coins in her purse. 

She has £1 altogether. 

Show different ways of having 5 coins which total £1. 

How can you record 
your results? 

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Coin Count 

Sarah has 5 coins in her purse. 

She has £1 altogether. 

Show different ways of having 5 coins which total £1. 

How can you record 
your results? 

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 
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T 
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Bailiúchán Bonn

EC1 B

Tá 5 bhonn ag Sorcha ina sparán.

Tá £1 san iomlán aici.

Taispeáin gach bailiúchán difriúil de 5 bhonn a dhéanann £1 san iomlán. 

Cad é mar a thig leat na torthaí 
a chlárú?
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SEELB Numeracy 

Dinosaur Eggs 

Some dinosaurs laid 10 eggs between them. 

They can bury the eggs in 3 holes. 

Find different ways they could do it. 

Some holes might have no eggs in them! 

What if turtles laid 12 eggs in 3 holes?  Can you spot any 
patterns? 

FS Finding All Possibilities 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
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of Th 
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of Th Th H T U 

Uibheacha 
Dineasáir

BC

Céim bhreise

Rug turtair 12 ubh isteach i 3 pholl. 
Cad é an patrún atá ann?

Rug na dineasáir seo 10 n-ubh san iomlán.

Thig leo na huibheacha a chur i 3 pholl.

Aimsigh na dóigheanna difriúla leis seo a dhéanamh.

Ní gá uibheacha a chur i ngach poll.
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SEELB Numeracy 

KS2B Finding All Possibilities 

Domino Delights 

Look at this arrangement of dominoes: 

The spots on the three centre dominoes add up to 20. 

Work out all of the possible sets of dominoes these could be. 
Remember that the vertically placed domino is a double. 

Can you use a full set of 28 dominoes to make loops like the 
arrangement below where all the numbers match?  

Domanónna

EC2 B

Amharc ar na domanónna seo.

Nuair a shuimíonn tú líon na spotaí ar na 3 dhomanó sa lár, 
faigheann tú 20. 
Is dúbailt é an domanó atá ina sheasamh.

Oibrigh amach na tacair fhéideartha uilig de dhomanónna a  
bheadh ann.

An dtig leat tacar iomlán de 28 domanó a úsáid le lúb a dhéanamh 
mar seo thíos, áit a meaitseálann na huimhreacha uilig?

Céim bhreise
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SEELB Numeracy 

Easter Chicks 

20 fluffy chicks sat on 3 nests. 
An even number of chicks sat on each nest. 

How many chicks sat on each nest? 
How many different ways can you do it? 

There were 21 eagle chicks on 3 nests.  Each nest had an odd 
number of chicks but there was always more than 1 chick on each 
nest.  How many different ways?

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 
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Circíní Cásca

EC1 B

Tá 20 circín clúmhach ina suí ar 3 nead.
Is ré-uimhir é an líon circíní atá ina suí ar gach nead.

Cá mhéad circín atá ina suí ar gach nead?
Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a dtig leat é a dhéanamh?

Tá 21 spideog ina suí ar 3 nead. 
Is corr-uimhir é an líon spideog atá ar gach nead. 
Tá níos mó ná 1 spideog ar gach nead.
Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a dtig leat é a dhéanamh?

Céim bhreise
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SEELB Numeracy 

Finding All Possibilities 

Five Pin Bowling

What pins must fall down? 

Find 2 different ways: 

▪ to score 6
▪ to score 7
▪ to score 8

Find different ways of scoring 10. 

1 

2 

3 
5 

4 

FS 

BC

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
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of Th 
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of Th Th H T U 

Babhláil 
5 Phionna

Céim bhreise

Cé na pionnaí a chaithfidh tú a leagan…

Aimsigh dhá dhóigh dhifriúla:

• le 6 a fháil;
• le 7 a fháil;
• le 8 a fháil.

Aimsigh dóigheanna difriúla le 10 a scóráil.
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KS2A Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Susan is exploring numbers on her four spike abacus. 

She decides to make as many numbers as she can by using 3 beads 
for each number. 

How many different numbers will she be able to make? 

Susan decides to try to find all the even numbers that can be made 
using 4 beads. 

How many numbers will she find? 

Four Spike Abacus 

Th H T U 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
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of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Abacas 
4 Spíce

EC2 A

Mílte Céadta AonaidDeicheanna

Tá Síle ag fiosrú uimhreacha ar an abacas ceithre spíce s’aici.

Tá sí ag iarraidh a oiread uimhreacha agus is féidir 
a dhéanamh le 3 choirnín.

Tá sí ag iarraidh a oiread ré-uimhreacha agus is féidir 
a dhéanamh le 4 choirnín.

Cá mhéad uimhir dhifriúil a bheidh sí ábalta a dhéanamh?

Cá mhéad uimhir a bheidh sí ábalta a dhéanamh?

Céim bhreise
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KS2A Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

 

 

Th H T U Th H T U Th H T U
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EC2 A

M C D A M C D A M C D A
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KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Abacas 4 Spíce
Leathanach Acmhainne
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SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

How much money? 

Sam has two of these coins in her pocket. 

How much money could Sam have? 

Find all the amounts possible.  Can you make a list? 

Sam has a 2p, 5p, 10p and 20p.  She gives two coins to her 
brother.  Make a list of how much she can give her brother. 

EC1 A

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Cá mhéad airgid?

Tá dhá cheann de na boinn seo ina póca ag Lára.

Cá mhéad airgid atá aici?

Fiosraigh na féidearthachtaí uilig. Déan liosta.

Tá bonn 2p, 5p, 10p agus 20p ag Lára. 
Tugann sí dhá bhonn dá deartháir. 
Cá mhéad airgid atá ag a deartháir? 
Déan liosta de na féidearthachtaí.

Céim bhreise
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KS2A Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

You are on a day trip with your class and you see an ice-cream 
seller who is advertising his new King Cones. 

Each cone has three scoops of ice cream and 
there are three flavours to choose from: 

Strawberry 
Vanilla 
Chocolate 

Investigate how many different cones the 
ice-cream seller can make with his three 
flavours. 

Vanilla scoops cost 20p, strawberry scoops cost 25p and chocolate 
scoops cost 30p. 

Find out how much it would cost for each of the different King 
Cones which the ice-cream seller can make. 

Carry out a survey in your class.  How much would it cost to buy 
each person in your class the King Cone of their choice? 

King Cones 

EC2 A

Rogha Reoite
Bus Scoile

Uachtar 

Reoite

Téann tú ar thuras scoile le do rang agus feiceann tú duine agus cóin 
uachtair reoite ar díol aige.

Faigheann tú 3 scúp ar gach cón agus tá
3 rogha ann:

Cá mhéad cón difriúil a thiocfadh leis an duine a 
dhéanamh leis na 3 bhlas d’uachtar reoite?

Tá 20p ar scúp fanaile, 25p ar scúp sú talún agus 30p ar scúp seacláide.

Cá mhéad a chosnódh gach ceann de na cóin dhifriúla a thig leis 
an fhear a dhéanamh?

Déan suirbhé sa rang. Cá mhéad a chosnódh sé an cón uachtair 
reoite ab ansa leis/léi a cheannach do gach duine sa rang?

Sú talún

Fanaile

Seacláid

Céim bhreise

Sú talún

Fanaile Seacláid
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KS2A Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

King Cones Resource Sheet 

EC2 A

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
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of Th 
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of Th Th H T U 

Leathanach Acmhainne

Rogha Reoite
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SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Letters in a Line 

Use the letters A, B, C, D and E and put them in a line. 

Letters that are next to each other in the alphabet must not 
be next to each other in the line. 

How many different ways can you find? 

A B C D E 

Use cards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 instead of letters. 

How many different ways can you find so that numbers next 
to each other are not next to each other in the line? 

EC1 A

Litreacha 
ina líne

Úsáid na litreacha A, B, C, D agus E. Cuir ina líne iad.

Níl cead agat litreacha atá taobh lena chéile san aibítir a 
bheith taobh lena chéile i do líne.

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a thig leat a aimsiú leis na litreacha a 
leagan amach?

Úsáid cártaí 1, 2, 3, 4 agus 5 in áit litreacha.

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a thig leat a aimsiú leis na cártaí 
a leagan amach le nach mbeidh uimhreacha atá in aice 
lena chéile taobh lena chéile sa líne?

Céim bhreise
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SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Loose Change 

Suppose you have a large supply of 1p and 2p coins. 

How many different ways can you organise these coins to total 
5p? 

How many different ways can you find to make the total of 6p? 

For example 4p can be 
made up like this: 

1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 2p 
2p 2p 

EC1 A

Briseadh

Tá moll mór bonn 1p agus 2p agat.

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a dtig leat boinn a chur le chéile 
le 5p a dhéanamh?

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a dtig leat 6p a dhéanamh?

Mar shampla, thig leat 
4p a dhéanamh mar seo:
1p 1p 1p 1p     
1p 1p 2p
2p 2p

Céim bhreise
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KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Lulu loves lollipops. 

Lulu bought a lollipop. It cost 6p. 

She paid for it exactly. 

Which coins did she use? 

There are five different ways.  Find as many as you can. 

You might like to use 1p, 2p and 5p coins to help you. 

What if the lollipop cost 7p?  How many ways could she pay 
for it? 

Lots of Lollipops 

6p 

EC1 A

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Lulu loves lollipops. 

Lulu bought a lollipop. It cost 6p. 

She paid for it exactly. 

Which coins did she use? 

There are five different ways.  Find as many as you can. 

You might like to use 1p, 2p and 5p coins to help you. 

What if the lollipop cost 7p?  How many ways could she pay 
for it? 

Lots of Lollipops 

6p 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Lear Líreacán

Is breá le Lúlú líreacáin.

Cheannaigh sí líreacán. Bhí 6p air.

Céim bhreise

D’íoc sí as leis na boinn chearta.

Cad iad na boinn a d’úsáid sí?

Tá cúig dhóigh dhifriúla lena dhéanamh. Aimsigh a oiread agus a 
thig leat.

Úsáid boinn 1p, 2p agus 5p le cuidiú leat.

Cuir i gcás go raibh 7p ar an líreacán. Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil 
atá ann le híoc as?
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SEELB Numeracy 

Lulu loves lollipops. 

Lulu bought a lollipop. It cost 6p. 

She paid for it exactly. 

Which coins did she use? 

There are five different ways.  Find as many as you can. 

You might like to use 1p, 2p and 5p coins to help you. 

What if the lollipop cost 7p?  How many ways could she pay 
for it? 

Lots of Lollipops 

6p 

SEELB Numeracy 

Making Money 

If you only have 2p and 5p coins, which sums of money can be made 
up? 
Are there any which cannot?  Why? 

With a supply of 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins make a total of 11p in as 
many different ways as possible. 

If you could use up to 6 coins to make a total of 12p, how many 
possible ways now?

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

EC1 B

Suimiú 
Airgid

Níl agat ach boinn 2p agus 5p. Cad iad na méideanna airgid a thig 
leat a dhéanamh? 

An bhfuil méideanna ar bith nach dtig leat a dhéanamh? Cén fáth?

Anois, tá boinn 1p, 2p, 5p agus 10p agat. 
Déan 11p. Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil atá ann lena dhéanamh?

Tá cead agat suas le 6 bhonn a úsáid le 12p a dhéanamh. 
Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil atá ann lena dhéanamh?

Céim bhreise
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SEELB Numeracy 

Lyn is exploring all the different totals she can make by using two 
numbers from the pyramid. 

How many different totals will she discover? 

Lyn decides to explore all the different totals she can make using 
three numbers. 

How many different totals will she find this time? 

Pyramid Plus 

1300 

1006 

1500 

2020 

1201
1

1760 

2008 

EC2 A

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Pirimid 
Uimhreacha

Tá Liam ag fiosrú na suimeanna uilig a thig leis a dhéanamh 
nuair a úsáideann sé dhá uimhir ón phirimid.

Cá mhéad suim san iomlán a bheidh sé ábalta a dhéanamh?

Cá mhéad suim san iomlán a bheidh sé ábalta a dhéanamh 
an t-am seo?

Fiosraíonn Liam na suimeanna uilig a thig leis a dhéanamh 
le trí uimhir.

Céim bhreise
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KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Red Nose Day 

A Red Nose costs 45p 

I paid for it exactly using only silver coins. 

There are nine different ways to do this. 

How many different ways can you find? 

If a moustache costs 50p can you find different ways of 
making the amount using silver coins only? 

EC1 A

Tá 45p ar Ghaosán Dearg.

Céim bhreise

SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Red Nose Day 

A Red Nose costs 45p 

I paid for it exactly using only silver coins. 

There are nine different ways to do this. 

How many different ways can you find? 

If a moustache costs 50p can you find different ways of 
making the amount using silver coins only? 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Gaosán
Dearg

D’íoc mé as le boinn ar dhath an airgid. 

Tá naoi ndóigh dhifriúla ann leis seo a dhéanamh.

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a thig leatsa a aimsiú?

Tá 50p ar chroiméal bréagach. 
Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil atá ann le ceann a 
cheannach, le boinn ar dhath an airgid amháin?
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KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

Slips of Paper 

Thomas and his two friends Rachel and 
Stephen are investigating all the 
different ways they can arrange five 
different coloured slips of paper into 2 
groups.  Can you help them find all the possible ways? 

Draw pictures or make a 
table to record the 
different groups. 

Can you make up another 
“slips of paper” challenge 
for Thomas and his friends 
to do? 

You will need: 

five different 
coloured  
slips of paper 

SEELB Numeracy 

KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

Slips of Paper 

Thomas and his two friends Rachel and 
Stephen are investigating all the 
different ways they can arrange five 
different coloured slips of paper into 2 
groups.  Can you help them find all the possible ways? 

Draw pictures or make a 
table to record the 
different groups. 

Can you make up another 
“slips of paper” challenge 
for Thomas and his friends 
to do? 

You will need: 

five different 
coloured  
slips of paper 

EC1 B

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Stiallacha 
Páipéir

De dhíth:

5 stiall páipéir 
ar dhathanna 
difriúla

Tá Tomás, Róisín agus Ciarán ag obair le chéile. 
Tá 5 stiall de pháipéar le cur in 2 ghrúpa.
Cuidigh leo na féidearthachtaí uilig a fhiosrú.

Tarraing pictiúir nó 
déan tábla leis na 
grúpaí uilig a chlárú.

An dtig leat smaoineamh 
ar dhúshlán ‘Stiallacha 
Páipéir’ eile a dtiocfadh le 
Tomás agus a chairde é a 
dhéanamh?

Céim 
bhreise
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KS1B Finding All Possibilities 

Slips of Paper 

Thomas and his two friends Rachel and 
Stephen are investigating all the 
different ways they can arrange five 
different coloured slips of paper into 2 
groups.  Can you help them find all the possible ways? 

Draw pictures or make a 
table to record the 
different groups. 

Can you make up another 
“slips of paper” challenge 
for Thomas and his friends 
to do? 

You will need: 

five different 
coloured  
slips of paper 

SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Sort the Teddies 

Choose 4 bears.     
Each one must be a different colour. 
Arrange them in the spaces.  

How many different ways can you arrange the bears? 

Can you record your answers on the ‘Sort the Teddies’ recording 
sheet? 

Cut out the squares and sort them. 
Can you spot any patterns? 

Pick 4 Teddies but 2 can be the same colour. 
How many different ways can you arrange them now? 

SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Sort the Teddies 

Choose 4 bears.     
Each one must be a different colour. 
Arrange them in the spaces.  

How many different ways can you arrange the bears? 

Can you record your answers on the ‘Sort the Teddies’ recording 
sheet? 

Cut out the squares and sort them. 
Can you spot any patterns? 

Pick 4 Teddies but 2 can be the same colour. 
How many different ways can you arrange them now? 
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SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Sórtáil 
na mBéar

Roghnaigh 4 bhéar.
Roghnaigh dath difriúil go gach béar.
Leag amach iad sna cearnóga thíos.

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil atá ann le hiad a leagan amach?

Cláraigh do chuid freagraí ar ‘Sórtáil na mBéar – Leathanach 
Taifeadta’.

Gearr amach na cearnóga agus déan iad a shórtáil.
Cad iad na patrúin atá ann?

Roghnaigh 4 bhéar. Thig beirt acu a bheith ar an dath céanna. 
Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil atá ann le hiad a leagan amach anois?

Céim bhreise
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KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Sort the Teddies Recording Sheet 
EC1A

Sórtáil na mBéar – Leathanach Taifeadta
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SEELB Numeracy 

KS2B Finding All Possibilities 

Stamp Shortage 

The local post office has run short 
of stamps.  It only has sheets of 5p 
and 7p stamps left but it has lots 
of these sheets.  

It is possible to place up to 8 stamps on an envelope. 

▪ What is the minimum value of stamps that can be used on any
one envelope? _____

▪ What is the maximum value?  _____

Investigate all the values that can be made using just 5p and 7p 
stamps, placing from 1 to 8 stamps on any single envelope. 

How many different values can be made if you have a supply of 3p, 
5p, and 7p stamps, allowing a maximum of 5 stamps on each 
envelope? 

5p 7p 

EC2 B

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Ganntanas 
Stampaí

Tá Oifig an Phoist i ndiaidh rith 
amach as stampaí céadghráid agus 
dara grád. 
An t-aon rud atá fágtha acu ná 
stampaí 5p agus 7p – ach tá cuid 
mhór acu seo ann!

Bíonn cead agat suas le 8 stampa a chur ar chlúdach litreach.

Cad é an luach is ísle de stampaí a thiocfadh leat a chur ar 
chlúdach? _________

Cad é an luach is mó? _________

Tá cead agat idir 1 agus 8 stampa a chur ar chlúdach amháin. 
Fiosraigh na luachanna uilig a thiocfadh leat a dhéanamh.

Cá mhéad luach difriúil a thiocfadh leat a dhéanamh dá mbeadh 
stampaí 3p, 5p agus 7p agat agus cead agat suas le 5 stampa 
a chur ar gach clúdach?

Déanaimis fiosrú!

Céim bhreise
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KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

Stamps 

 
 

You have ten postcards to post. 
Each letter needs 10p worth of stamps.
Make 10p in different ways. 

Letters cost 12p.  Make up the total in different ways. 

Samantha Near 
7 Round the Corner 

Closeby 

  1p 
2p 

5p 

EC1 A

Stampaí

Jimmy Mac Craicinn
7 Sráid na Méar
Mín na gCnámh

Tá 10 gcárta poist le cur sa phost agat. 
Tá luach 10p de stampaí de dhíth ar gach 
cárta. Fiosraigh na féidearthachtaí le 10p a 
dhéanamh ar dhóigheanna difriúla.

Tá 12p de dhíth le litreacha a chur. 
Fiosraigh na féidearthachtaí le 12p a dhéanamh!

Céim bhreise
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SEELB Numeracy 

The teams in the South-East region are practising their archery skills 
for the Northern Ireland Primary School Championships. 

There are three people in each 
team.  Each team member shoots 
one arrow. 

If all 3 team members land on 
the target board what are all 
the possible totals that could be 
achieved from 3 arrows landing 
on the board? 

Three arrows are shot in each round.  The table below shows the 
results after two rounds in the South-East region finals. 

Use the table to work out what the scores could have been for each 
round. 

Foireann Scór i ndiaidh 2 bhabhta 

Doire 224 
Béal Feirste 185 
Cill Chaoil 198 
An Ómaigh 209 
Inis Ceithleann 233 
Downpatrick 200 
Lisburn 257 
Bangor 187 
Dundonald 172 
Portaferry 261 

Target Practice 

16 

25 

36 

49 

Is there only one solution 
for each team or can you 
find more than one 
solution for some scores? 

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

The teams in the South-East region are practising their archery skills 
for the Northern Ireland Primary School Championships. 

There are three people in each 
team.  Each team member shoots 
one arrow. 

If all 3 team members land on 
the target board what are all 
the possible totals that could be 
achieved from 3 arrows landing 
on the board? 

Three arrows are shot in each round.  The table below shows the 
results after two rounds in the South-East region finals. 

Use the table to work out what the scores could have been for each 
round. 

Foireann Scór i ndiaidh 2 bhabhta 

Doire 224 
Béal Feirste 185 
Cill Chaoil 198 
An Ómaigh 209 
Inis Ceithleann 233 
Downpatrick 200 
Lisburn 257 
Bangor 187 
Dundonald 172 
Portaferry 261 

Target Practice 

16 

25 

36 

49 

Is there only one solution 
for each team or can you 
find more than one 
solution for some scores? 

EC2 C

Tá 12p de dhíth le litreacha a chur. 
Fiosraigh na féidearthachtaí le 12p a dhéanamh!

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Aimsigh an sprioc!

KS2C Finding All Possibilities 

SEELB Numeracy 

The teams in the South-East region are practising their archery skills 
for the Northern Ireland Primary School Championships. 

There are three people in each 
team.  Each team member shoots 
one arrow. 

If all 3 team members land on 
the target board what are all 
the possible totals that could be 
achieved from 3 arrows landing 
on the board? 

Three arrows are shot in each round.  The table below shows the 
results after two rounds in the South-East region finals. 

Use the table to work out what the scores could have been for each 
round. 

Foireann Scór i ndiaidh 2 bhabhta 

Doire 224 
Béal Feirste 185 
Cill Chaoil 198 
An Ómaigh 209 
Inis Ceithleann 233 
Downpatrick 200 
Lisburn 257 
Bangor 187 
Dundonald 172 
Portaferry 261 

Target Practice 

16 

25 

36 

49 

Is there only one solution 
for each team or can you 
find more than one 
solution for some scores? 

Tá craobh cheannais Chomórtas Boghdóireachta Uladh ann.

Scaoiltear 3 shaighead i ngach babhta. Léiríonn an tábla thíos na 
torthaí i ndiaidh dhá bhabhta den chraobh cheannais.
Úsáid an tábla leis na scóir fhéideartha do gach foireann i ngach 
babhta a oibriú amach.

An bhfuil níos mó ná réiteach 
amháin ann do gach foireann?
Fiosraigh na féidearthachtaí!

Tá triúr daoine ar gach foireann. 
Scaoileann gach duine saighead 
amháin.

Má aimsíonn gach duine san 
fhoireann clár na spriocanna, 
cad iad na scóir fhéideartha uilig 
a thiocfadh leo a fháil le 
3 shaighead?

Céim bhreise

Foireann Scór i ndiaidh dhá bhabhta

Doire 224
Béal Feirste 185
Lios na Scéithe 198
Gaoth Dobhair 209
An Ómaigh 233
Dún Pádraig 200
An Cabhán 257
Muineachán 187
Baile an Chaistil 172
Ard Mhacha 261
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KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

The Pet Bugs 

Ivan has got three pet bugs that he keeps on his bookshelf.  One is a spider, 
one is a beetle and the other is an ant.  He likes to change the order in 
which they sit on the shelf.  How many different ways can he do this?  Do 
you want to cut out the pictures below or do you want to make a list?   

I have started: 
Order the Bugs List 

Spider, Beetle, Ant 

Ivan’s Insects 

Spider Beetle Ant 

What if Ivan had a shoe, a book and an apple on his bookshelf.  How many 
ways could he arrange them? SEELB Numeracy 

KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

The Pet Bugs 

Ivan has got three pet bugs that he keeps on his bookshelf.  One is a spider, 
one is a beetle and the other is an ant.  He likes to change the order in 
which they sit on the shelf.  How many different ways can he do this?  Do 
you want to cut out the pictures below or do you want to make a list?   

I have started: 
Order the Bugs List 

Spider, Beetle, Ant 

Ivan’s Insects 

Spider Beetle Ant 

What if Ivan had a shoe, a book and an apple on his bookshelf.  How many 
ways could he arrange them? 

EC1 A
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SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Peataí Pheadair

Tá trí pheata ag Peadar – damhán alla, ciaróg agus seangán. Coinníonn 
sé iad ar a sheilf leabhar. Is maith leis an t-ord ina suíonn siad ar an tseilf 
a athrú. Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a dtiocfadh leis seo a dhéanamh?
Déan liosta, nó gearr amach na pictiúir thíos, agus fiosraigh na 
féidearthachtaí!

Samhlaigh go bhfuil bróg, leabhar agus úll ag Peadar ar a sheilf. 
Cá mhéad dóigh a dtig leis iad a chur in ord?

Damhán alla

Thosaigh muid an liosta duit…

Damhán alla, ciaróg, seangán

Ciaróg Seangán

Céim bhreise
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KS1A Finding All Possibilities 

The Pet Bugs 

Ivan has got three pet bugs that he keeps on his bookshelf.  One is a spider, 
one is a beetle and the other is an ant.  He likes to change the order in 
which they sit on the shelf.  How many different ways can he do this?  Do 
you want to cut out the pictures below or do you want to make a list?   

I have started: 
Order the Bugs List 

Spider, Beetle, Ant 

Ivan’s Insects 

Spider Beetle Ant 

What if Ivan had a shoe, a book and an apple on his bookshelf.  How many 
ways could he arrange them? 

EC2 C

Tá buidéal eile 1½ lítear ar fáil ar 
£1.17. 
Cá mhéad praghas difriúil a thiocfadh 
leat a íoc as 3 lítear cóla?

Céim bhreise
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SEELB Numeracy 

Tom is exploring numbers he can make on a 7 spike abacus. 

He decides to use 2 beads. 

How many different numbers will Tom be able to make using 
two beads? 

How many different odd numbers greater than one million 
could Tom make using 4 beads? 

M 
H 

of Th 
T 

of Th Th H T U 

Cóla Costasach

250ml
500 ml

1 lítear
lítir1–

3

42p 47p 66p 89p

Is féidir cóla a cheannach i gcoimeádáin éagsúla. Tá toilleadh gach 
coimeádáin le feiceáil thuas. Tá praghas ar gach coimeádán fosta.

Ba mhaith leat 2 lítear cóla a cheannach. Thig leat coimeádáin ar 
bith a cheannach. Cá mhéad praghas difriúil a thiocfadh leat a íoc 
as 2 lítear cóla?

Mar shampla:

  1 lítear + 500ml +500ml = 89p + 66p + 66p = £2.21

£1.17
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KS2B Finding All Possibilities 

Time to Record 

Robert has a hard drive with 240 minutes available to record TV 
programmes. 

Programmes last ½ hour, 1 hour, 2 hours or 3 hours. 

How many different ways can he fill the hard drive with 
programmes? 

How many ways would there be if he included 1½hour programmes? 

Robert decides to buy a new hard drive recording double the 
amount of time, how many different ways do you think there would 
be to fill the new hard drive? 

EC2 B

Am Taifeadta

Tá diosca crua ag Rónán ar a dtig leis 240 bomaite de chláir theilifíse 
a thaifeadadh.

Maireann na cláir ½ uair, 1 uair, 2 uair nó 3 uair an chloig.

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a dtig leis an diosca crua a líonadh le cláir?

Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a bheadh ann dá mbeadh 
cláir 1½ uair an chloig san áireamh?

Cheannaigh Rónán diosca crua nua atá dhá oiread níos mó ná an 
seancheann. 
Cá mhéad dóigh dhifriúil a bheadh ann leis an diosca nua a líonadh?

Céim bhreise
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